
Primary, Ballet 1 (Angels, Lambs) 

Hair: Cross-over plaits:  

Search for Cross over Plaits on You Tube for a tutorial by Just Dance Hair  

We like to use Cantu Shea Butter leave in conditioning repair cream (available at 
Walmart or Target) as the hair is easy to comb through once the braids are 
removed. We prefer Soft n Style Heavy Hair Pins or ForPro (available on 
Amazon) 3" for long hair, 2" for shorter/thin hair. If your daughter does not have 
enough hair to braid and crossover, follow the instructions up until the braids, at 
that point make two baby buns and fasten with pins. Spray all baby hairs with gel 
or spray. Please keep in mind our Primary, Ballet 1/2 dancers will be wearing 
headbands, so test that the braids are back far enough to be able to place a 
headband.  

Makeup: Turquoise blue liner or shadow on the eyelids, pink on cheeks, and a 
true red lipstick.  

Ballet 2/3/4 (Polichinelles, Snow, Chinese, Governesses) 

Hair: High braided bun with no part, follow jaw line for placement of bun. Should 
not be on top of head.  

Makeup: Lavender on eyes such as Almay Shadow 110 Lilac  (avoid dark 
purple/violet tones), pink or red blush, true red lipstick (avoid orange or burgundy 
tones). We like to use Lipsense Blu Red Lip Color, but there are lots of true reds 
out there. 

Ballet 5/6/Adv:  

Hair: High braided bun with no part, follow jaw line for placement of bun. Should 
not be on top of head.  

Makeup: Option of Lavendar or neutral colors on eyes,depending on which looks 
best with your skin tone, pink or red blush, true red lipstick (avoid orange or 
burgundy tones). We like to use Lipsense Blu Red Lip Color, but there are lots of 
true reds out there.  

	
**ALL	HAIR	MUST	BE	SLICKED	BACK	AND	SPRAYED!	NO	baby	hairs,	fly	aways,	or	
messy	buns.		


